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a b s t r a c t

Internet of things has been one of the predominant research areas for the past two decades. Many
application domains have embraced it to solve challenges that have long been considered hurdles. A
recent trend in information communication technologies is integrating miniature sensing devices to
elevate the experience in serious games. Serious games are games whose sole aim is not entertainment
but rather to serve as a source of information and learning in a playful manner. Serious games are
becoming one of the sizzling literature topics and are applied to every part of human lives, such as
education, healthcare, and physical training, to name a few. Internet of Things, the biggest provider of
modern-day games via personal mobiles, can be utilized to design serious games. However, deploying
serious games in the Internet of Things environment engenders new challenges. This paper aims
to provide a comprehensive survey on Internet of things-enabled serious games and investigate the
challenges towards their realization. First, we highlight serious game domains and spot the evolution
and motivation that lead to Internet-of-Things-enabled Serious Games. Later, we classify the state-of-
the-art by devising a comprehensive taxonomy. In the end, we present numerous unaddressed open
challenges in the current form of the state-of-the-art and identify future directions.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

We live in a COVID era in which all the normal operations
ave been disrupted. From offline to online classes in education,
mergency situation in hospitals, and the persistent restriction
ffecting people’s mental health are some of the worst effects
f this era. Serious games have been effective in education and
ealthcare. Still, its true potential has yet to be unearthed, which
an play a pivotal role in remedying mental health and main-
aining quality education considering online mode. Serious games
n which the focus is tilted towards a serious job rather than
ntertainment [1] is termed as serious games. Serious games have
roven to be remarkably productive not only as a learning tool
n many domains such as engineering, healthcare, physics, and
istory [2] but also in playfully achieving a particular job.
Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have moved games to

he next level. The gameplay in earlier serious games was based
n experience and prior knowledge and sometimes secured from
umans in the form of surveys and questionnaires [3]. Neverthe-
ess, these experts-based data get outdated with the passage of
ime since the nature of the data is static and is not updated with
he newer strategies of the players. [4,5] is the realization of a
ision where everything in the real world would interconnect and
ake smart decisions [6]. The plethora of miniaturized sensing
evices generates real-time contextual information that can be
xploited to make informed decisions [6]. Over the past few years,
any application domains have embraced IoT to provide smart
ervices and add more value to human lives [7].
Consequently, IoT has a huge potential to become a key en-

bler of modern-day gaming; a traditional game with a dedicated
erminal’s support can be converted into a smart game while
layed with remote mobile devices acting as IoT node [8]. There
re challenges for IoT connectivity of game agents, which are
ot yet among the standard approaches, and very few stud-
es have indicated the potential use [9,10]. Nevertheless, seri-
us games’ effectiveness has considerably increased with IoT
odes’ proliferation, sensing ambient scenarios, and providing
eal-time contextual information rather than human-based static
ata from questionnaires. Combining serious games with the
oT ecosystem’s interconnected physical hardware develops more
ata-driven games, and a better-informing games agent when the
ame progresses [9]. Consequently, there is a considerable rise in
he use of IoT-enabled Serious Games (IoTeSG). In some studies,
uch games are referred to as Smart Serious Games (SSG) [8,11].
One of the challenges in IoTeSG is the management of enor-

ous volumes of real-time context data generated from sens-
ng nodes. The introduction of AI has revolutionized games and
quipped them with powerful tools and procedures to make
mart agents taking informed decisions. Modern-day games have
ecome intelligent due to AI and machine learning advancements.
t is envisioned that Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) is poised
o revolutionize games with a high level of visual understand-
ng [12]. The success of DRL can be witnessed by AlphaGo, which

s the first computer game to beat a three-year human champion.
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DRL received particular attention in gaming and redefined a new
way to approach the game with intelligent background processes.

IoTeSGs are pervasive in nature, and thus, it demands an en-
vironment where users can play anywhere and anytime without
the need to be on a certain premise. Ensuring fairness of play
and synchronization of time and location is another challenge
worth considering for successfully integrating serious games with
the IoT. Similarly, IoTeSGs can also pose security threats due to
data transport and data persistence using public networks and
clouds. Although edge and fog computing can overcome some of
the limitations in using public platforms, it has limited process-
ing capabilities and is yet to be investigated for computational
intensive games.

Some studies [10,11] briefly consider integrating serious
games with IoT and answering primitive questions such as the
architecture change, game design change, and the communication
protocol. Nonetheless, there is not a single comprehensive survey
on IoTeSG based on an extensive literature study to present
all the possible aspects of IoTeSG. Considering its rising need
in the current situation, this article is the first attempt, to the
best of our knowledge, to present a comprehensive survey on
IoTeSG. We cover the background of serious games and overview
some of the common application domains, their evolution in the
context of IoT, and the integration of IoT with other contem-
porary technologies in relation to the games. Furthermore, we
present the taxonomy of IoTeSG based on IoT and serious games’
requirements using a thorough search of different databases. As
mentioned above, IoTeSG presents different challenges, so part
of the survey is dedicated to summarizing these challenges and
unaddressed open issues that we perceive to be crucial research
directions in the future.

1.1. Contribution and scope

This survey outlines current state-of-the-art methods relevant
to integrating IoT and serious games. While we also highlight the
work done in IoT for games primarily focused on entertainment
purposes, the motive is to provide background knowledge and
cover the challenges common to all games. We also highlight the
introduction of IoT-enabled games for a serious purposes such
as strategy planning, understanding, and education. Notice that
a serious game can be played with powerful PlayStations or a
simple IoT node such as a mobile phone. This survey aims to
highlight such differences and parameters that can be considered
for new state-of-the-art methods. Many useful surveys exist in
each respective field of IoT and serious games. Still, there is no
good source of information in which these technologies work
together to form a new array of state-of-the-art methods, and this
paper aims to fill this gap.

1.2. Data collection

This survey investigates the chronological progress of state-of-
the-art different serious games and IoT in parallel. We narrowed

down the domain of this study to focus only on serious games
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Fig. 1. Data collection criteria.

and in the context of solving a specific set of problems in the
IoT environment. The search queries are performed on various
types of games and numerous combinations of IoT keywords
with each game category. There are different terms for serious
games, such as GameWith a Purpose (GWAP), educational games,
and exergame, to name a few. In the data collection process,
we query all possible combinations with IoT. We consider sys-
tematic reviews, tutorials, white papers, technical papers, and
peer-reviewed conference papers published in the last decade
across most different databases. Fig. 1 shows the query structure
executed on four databases; Scopus, Web of Sciences and Google
Scholar, and PubMed.

1.3. Organization

The survey is organized as follows; Section 2 provides an
overview of serious games and IoT. It covers the common require-
ments of games and IoT and integration scenarios of IoT with
different technologies. Section 3 classifies the state-of-the-art and
presents a comprehensive taxonomy of IoTeSG. Section 4 illus-
trates challenges and unaddressed open opportunities. Section 5
concludes the survey with the significance and future directions.

2. Background and foundations

This section presents the background and state-of-the-art
methods applied to modern-day serious games. Serious games are
thought of as a virtual environment provided to the user to solve
different problems. The environment can be immersive in which
the user physically interacted with the environment, such as
immersive virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) games.
This virtualization encourages games nodes to get connected to
the internet in either case. The connectivity of each game node
can provide massive insight into the agent mode of playing and
their expertise. In the following subsection, we critically analyze
the architecture and characteristics of IoT and serious games
based on popular literature studies to help understand the core
of this survey.

2.1. Overview of serious games

Games are considered an integral part of communities. Games
are entertainment and learning sources and have constantly been
evolving since the ancient past. Computer-enabled games are
69
ubiquitous and can be utilized for serious purposes such as
healthcare, education, and strategic planning, to name a few. The
first reference to the word ‘‘Serious game’’ was made way back
in 1970 [13] in the context of a board game primarily designed
for educational purposes rather than entertainment. The term
serious game was still rarely used until 2002 when a first-of-its-
kind Serious Game Initiative (SGI) was formed. One of the central
goals of the SGI was to harness the capabilities of video games
for serious jobs [14]. Afterwards, many literature studies [15–17]
analyzed the concept of serious games.

A relevant term Gamification is used in a scenario in which
game elements are used in an environment outside games [18],
while a serious game provides a game environment to do a
serious job. Twitter, LinkedIn, and other popular ventures utilize
game elements such as Badges, Leaderboards, and other elements
to make it feel like a game and engage visitors effectively. Al-
though it can be considered a serious game, we aim to consider
pure serious games in this survey. The timeline of important
milestones from 1970 till 2020 has been elucidated in Fig. 2. First
book on Serious game was published in 1970 [13] and in the same
decade popular games such as Magnavox Odyssey [19] and The
Oregon trail [20,21] have also been designed. Both these games
are designed for educational purposes.

In the next decade, games such as Battlezone, Bradley trainer
[22] and pole position were designed to unearth that serious
games are not just for education but can also be exploited in
other domains such as training and military deployment. One of
the massive breakthroughs came in the form of the Microsoft
flight simulator, which was the first of its kind real simulator
of flight and, to date, has been widely used in aviation. In the
next decade, another domain for which serious games could be
designed was revealed in the form of the Marine Doom [23]
game which provided a great deal of facilitation to the United
States marine corps devising strategies against enemies and other
threats. In the 21st century, an initiative was formed that for-
mally recognized Serious game as a distinct research area, and
afterwards, systematic literature was started.

In the first decade of 21st century, strategy games such as
VBS1, America Army, and Darwars were developed. Similarly,
there were also instances of serious games for training in which
BiLAT was among the notables [24]. In the past decade, seri-
ous games were even more rectified with the advancements
in supporting technologies such as VR and the IoT. In 2013,
Minecraft [25] game was developed as a link between gaming
and education. In a study in 2016 [26], it was revealed that
frequent user of Minecraft game has stronger brain cells and
have the chance to excel more among the age group in com-
puter programming. Minecraft game design pattern is applied
in other application areas such as personal learning and digital
citizenship [27]. Nevertheless, kids exposed to social games such
as Minecraft are more susceptible to social evils such as bul-
lying and resource theft. Moreover, the addictive nature of the
game can cease the opportunity to take part in healthy physical
activities [28].

2.1.1. Serious games domains
Some of the most commonly used application domains in

which serious games are used are mentioned in the following
paragraphs. The games’ visual interfaces from the past decade are
exhibited in Fig. 4.

Education: The initial thoughts behind serious games were to
educate people in a fun way, and thus it was the vital motive
behind the invention of serious games. Serious games are one of
the most effective means of learning as they influence the mood
of the learner [29]. The learner’s mood is vital in learning, and
one of the advantages of serious games is to model a positive
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Fig. 2. Serious games evolution and historical milestones.
ood to encourage the continuation of play for a long time. There
re quite a few subcategories for which different serious games
re designed. A majority of the work is dedicated towards science
ducation [30], medical education [31] and pharmacy education,
o name a few.

Nevertheless, serious games bring a significant improvement
ver traditional pedagogy. For instance, Zhonggen et al. [29]
n his survey highlighted that serious games facilitate learn-
rs’ perception of scientific concepts [32], helps in nurturing
earners’ cognitive abilities, provide flexible learning [33], en-
ance the outcome of learning [34]. Moreover, it can increase
he positive effect of learning and develop teaching science as
subject [35]. Some educational games, such as Skill Arena, are
imed at a conventional classroom facilitation [36]. These games
ddress the challenges identified by Cheng et al. [30] relevant
o pedagogy dimensions such as a subject domain, educational
heoretical foundation, instructional strategy, and pedagogical
ole, to mention a few.

Healthcare: Healthcare is another primary application do-
main of serious games. Healthcare industries are always looking
for innovative methods and strategies to enhance human be-
ings’ health. Serious games are well poised to play their role in
healthcare. Over the past few years, various serious games have
been developed to improve the general practices in healthcare
industries and help the learners understand complex yet vital
concepts. Some games are deployed as a quiz, some of them are
mere simulations, some are board games, and some are well-
rounded adventure games. They aim to understand and nurture
the masses’ interactive understanding of the domain knowledge.
eMedOffice, GeriatriC, and InsuOnline are some of the serious
games widely used in healthcare.

Exergames: Exergames [37] are serious games designed to
assist users in performing exercises in a game. Games such as
Dance–Dance revolution and Wii Sports are a class of exergames
often known as active video games [38]. Exergames targets au-
dience who may be reluctant to other forms of traditional exer-
cises and prefers a sedentary lifestyle or people who have some
diseases, such as diabetes, which require exercise but due to
weakness do not have the motivation to do conventional ex-
ercises [39]. Exergames have particularly attracted older adults’
attention due to their life stage and problems with going to
offline training facilities. There are numerous incentives for ex-
ergames. Whitehead et al. [40], for instance, highlighted some
of the advantages exergames offer to motivate users who do
not usually prefer going out and carrying out physical activities.

Similarly, it can also offer a customized experience that varies
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from user to user depending on the preference, job nature, age,
and medical history. In addition to diabetic patients and older
people, exergames are also proving to be significantly effective
among obese people. Höchsmann et al. [41] in a survey elaborated
on the effectiveness of exergames on obese people by extensive
survey over the literature spanning across previous ten years. The
authors selected different parameters: oxygen uptake, energy ex-
penditure, and heart rate, to assess the exergame’s effectiveness
on the player. It was concluded that there are evidences that the
game trials resulted in improvement of metabolism [42,43], heart
rate [44,45] of the player. Similarly, it was also identified that the
mean oxygen consumption was increased during exergame play
by 316% [43], minimum 78% to maximum 200% [42].

Training Games: Serious games have been widely designed
for training purposes due to their effectiveness in training. The
game’s addictivity makes the trainees motivated and engaged
in contrast to the otherwise conventional method that can be
boring at times. Scenario-based simulation games can play a
vital role in comprehending verbal and non-verbal behavior to
adapt to socially challenging situations from the gamelike ex-
perience [46]. Serious games for training can be considered a
super-category for other types of games such as education and
healthcare due to the same end goal [47]. Some of the signif-
icant application areas of the training-based serious games are
social skills training [46], corporate training [48], faculty develop-
ment [49], emergency evacuation training in case of unforeseen
situation such as earthquake [50], employee training [48] and
healthcare training [51] are among the notables.

Strategy Games: In strategy games [52], the aim is to find
optimal strategy based on real conditions or data from the ex-
periment. One of the strategy games’ goals is to build the game
agent’s insight with time for it to make an informed decision in a
similar situation. Based on the incentives and penalties given in
the past, the strategy can be optimized to correct the behavior,
draw incentives, and avoid penalties [53]. Strategic games are
aimed at small goals such as nurturing arithmetic concepts of
children [52] to the real-time mission such as flying jet simula-
tion. Strategy games are good candidates for areas where there is
no single solution, and a better solution should be selected among
the possibilities. For instance, dynamic table assignment [54] to
customers in a restaurant and revenue management policy devel-
opment are some examples evident in the literature to search for
optimal strategy in a gamelike environment. Real-time strategy
(RTS) games, which are a subcategory of serious strategy game,
has gained wide popularity [55]. RTS’s key aspect is to create

human-like game agents that are context-aware and can adapt
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Fig. 3. Serious games trend and publication statistics in different applications domains.
Fig. 4. Examples of serious games in education and training from the past
decade.

themselves with varying contexts [56]. RTS games are a more
recent form of serious strategy game and demand the integration
of new techniques such as sensor networks, VR, IoT, and AI.

2.1.2. Research trend in serious game
Research on serious games has significantly increased over

the past decades. Before 2002, there were occasional references
71
to the term Serious game. Since the SGI, the term got wide
acceptance, and different researchers across the globe have found
it an exciting research area. In order to investigate the research
trend in different categories of games, the Scopus database is
searched for the appropriate term, and the results are gathered
from 2007 to 2020. Fig. 3 portrays the number of research articles
each year for each serious game application domain. Overall, the
trend-line for all the domains has a positive slope, which signifies
considerable growth. Some games such as education, training,
and exergame have a very steep slope, which indicates the impact
of serious games on education. Thus, more and more research
articles are contributed over time.

2.2. Overview of IoT

Ashton Kiven first coined the term IoT in 1999, and it gained
significant attention in the following years. IoT is a crucial enabler
of transforming common technologies and application areas to
the next level. Smart cities, smart health, smart grids, the indus-
trial revolution, and autonomous cars are some of the notables.
Serious games have also embraced IoT, and different studies have
been carried out as a step forward towards its realization. The
term ‘‘IoT’’ is one of the widely used terms, yet it has no stan-
dard definition [57]. However, different authors have subjectively
defined the term, yet the goal of the IoT is common among
all of them [58]. In this paper, we define IoT as a network of
addressable and uniquely identifiable physical objects, ‘‘Things’’
which enable the creation of massive contextual data in real-time
to support data analytics for the future.

IoT-enabled technologies have two distinct sets of require-
ments; IoT general requirements and integrating technology
domain-specific requirements. Following are the general
attributes of IoT applications.

Resource Management and Control: One of the fundamental
characteristics of IoT applications is the ability to manage and
control resources. Every registered resource must be uniquely
represented and persisted. In case the persistence is distributed,
the server(s) in which the resources are hosted must be tracked,
and the consistency of the instances of the same device must be
insured. Moreover, they can be controlled from anywhere [59,60].

Power Management: IoT involves the interconnection of a
massive number of sensors and actuators over a wireless sensors
network. One of the crucial requirements for IoT is the design of
low-power sensors that do not require battery replacement over
their lifetimes. This introduces a challenge for energy-efficient
design, and low-power communication [61]. Therefore, for the
integration of IoT and serious games, a wide range of energy-
efficient and power-efficient solutions need to be considered
[62,63].
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Interoperability: The resources must be pervasive and ubiqui-
tous, i.e., even though the devices can be from different vendors,
they can be seamlessly accessed [64].

Security: IoT devices have constrained capabilities and thus
have no intelligence to detect the access to be authorized or
not. It is a severe security concern, and part of IoT is to instate
a lightweight security protocol to avoid such malicious attacks
without draining much of its power [65].

Scalability: The IoT application must be scalable if more de-
vices are registered. Supporting scalability up to millions of de-
vices can have incumbent costs. Still, considering the vision that
every object will be connected to another in the future, scalability
is of paramount importance [66].

Analytics Support: IoT devices generate massive sets of data.
Modern IoT applications must have the ability to stage the data
and carry out insight on the data to make better and informed
decisions in the future [6].

Communication: IoT devices should be addressable and con-
trollable (resource control). Thus, the devices must be connected
and have the means to communicate within a network or outside
a network. Inter-network communication is preferably performed
via the HTTP protocol. In contrast, intra-network communication,
i.e., device-to-device communication, can be made with special-
ized lightweight protocols such as CoAP, MQTT, and LoRAWan, to
mention a few. However, the latter can also be performed with
HTTP to avoid any middle-layer translation [59,67].

Architectural Patterns: IoT has a set of different require-
ments, while serious games have a completely different set of re-
quirements. Therefore, prior to integrating IoT and serious games,
the architecture aspect of IoT should be introduced. There are
so many studies aimed to standardize the architecture of IoT,
yet the technical specifications and reference architecture are
not standard; however, there are various architectures proposed
for different areas of applications [68]. The common layers are
the application, network, and physical layers. These layers have
expanded into multiple sub-layers depending on the application
category. Delay-sensitive applications require the bypassing of
certain layers such as middleware to boost the performance [69,
70]. Similarly, enterprise-level applications demand a more stable
architecture [61]. Though the main layers are more or less similar,
the underlying sub-layer changes as per application nature and
requirement. A variety of open-source platforms are developed
to provide services for the users. Some platforms are based on
service-level orchestration [71] while some recent platforms have
encouraged the use of task-level orchestration. Task-level or-
chestration [61,69,72] is considered a more scalable and flexible
approach and is well-suited for real-time IoT applications. In
addition to orchestration, virtualization also plays a pivotal role
in IoT architecture.

Nevertheless, some popular architectures are considered the
basis for modern IoT architecture. One of the notable architec-
tures of earlier IoT is a three-layer architecture proposed as
a European research project [73]. MediaSense is another no-
table effort by Swedish researchers. In modern IoT, the cloud
of things (CoT) and the web of objects (WoO) are among the
contemporary architectures that utilize virtualization to store
sensors and actuators’ virtual representation in the cloud. There
are some service-oriented architecture [71] which has been used
as a connection of functional unit (services). The do-it-yourself
(DIY) paradigm uses a service composition plane to allow non-
technical users to constitute their services without any coding
skills [74].

Finally, service-oriented architecture (SOA) is yet another
powerful solution for integrating heterogeneous devices to re-
alize interoperability among them, irrespective of their diverse

nature. SOA refers to a programming model that may aid in
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integrating serious games; through supporting interoperability
and information exchange among heterogeneous devices [75].
SOA is a middleware solution that hides different device vendors’
technical complexity and provides a uniform front for consumers,
thus making the access transparent. The use of SOA is favored in
many recent studies when it comes to the integration of IoT with
different domains such as industry 4.0 [76].

2.3. IoT meets modern technologies

IoT has evolved over the past few years and embraced exist-
ing technologies to enable smart systems. The advancements in
healthcare, waste management, recommendation systems, edu-
cation, and smart grids would not be possible without IoT. In the
following section, IoT areas are discussed briefly as part of the
foundation of IoTeSG.

Artificial Intelligence: AI and IoT are the backbones of smart
cities’ transformation. The integration of AI made the applications
intelligent to predict future decisions. Conventional IoT systems
deal with mere communication with devices via the Internet. The
use of AI technologies such as deep learning, recurrent neural
networks, and decision trees has significantly impacted smart
cities’ transformation. For instance, AI platforms such as Bon-
seyes acting as a data marketplace and learning toolbox can be
integrated into pure IoT platforms such as FIWARE to different
smart systems. According to the current state-of-the-art methods,
the data generated by IoT devices are staged in the cloud. AI
algorithms are applied to the data, and the trained model is
hosted on the IoT gateway. However, the recent trend is to make
lightweight machine learning techniques to move these processes
closer to the devices and enable time-sensitive applications.

Blockchain: Blockchain technology has initially found a way in
he financial and banking sectors; however, it did not take long to
se blockchain in other domains. In recent years, blockchain has
een used in healthcare, greenhouse, smart grids, etc. The robust
onsensus protocol in blockchain and the data’s distributed per-
istence make the application robust and secure. IoT application
ecurity has always been a massive hurdle, and with blockchain,
oT applications have become more robust and secure.

Cloud Computing: Cloud computing offers many advantages,
uch as the on-demand use of resources. IoT applications started
o utilize cloud applications’ capabilities for staging the context
ata generated from sensors. However, clouds in modern IoT
pplications are beyond mere data staging. Most IoT applications
se clouds to host massive data sets, perform predictive anal-
sis and provide useful insights to the application users for a
ore personalized experience. Nonetheless, the cloud also has
everal challenges, particularly for time-sensitive and real-time
pplications in terms of performance and latency.
Edge Computing: Edge computing moves the computation

loser to IoT devices to improve the latency of IoT applications
ignificantly. Edge computing is not a contradictory technology
o cloud computing. The current form of state-of-the-art suggests
hat most IoT applications use the strong points of cloud com-
uting and edge computing. Edge computing has overcome some
f the challenges for IoT, such as real-time compliance of the
pplications; however, it is still far from realizing a hard real-time
oT system. It is envisioned that Edge computing coupled with 5G
echnology can guarantee a task deadline at some point and thus
an realize a true hard real-time system.
IoT Domains: Apart from the core technologies mentioned

bove, IoT embraced various application fields to transform them
nto the next level. Industry 4.0, smart healthcare, autonomous
ehicles, smart games, VR/AR, smart cities, smart waste manage-
ent systems, smart grids, digital twins, etc., are the witness that

oT shaped them autonomous and optimal.
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IoT has also integrated with games in mobile node agents and
immersive VR games. However, the true potential of IoT in serious
games is not yet revealed, and very few studies are carried out on
how IoT can play its role in improving the experience of the game
with remote IoT nodes.

Advantages and Limitations: IoT combines ICT with tradi-
tional industries and application domains to accelerate the de-
velopment, digitization, and intelligence crucial for the next-
generation evolution of industries. On the one hand, the integra-
tion of IoT in different domains offers a plethora of advantages
but, on the other hand, poses some limitations due to the in-
volvement of low-powered embedded resources. For instance,
the streaming context data from IoT nodes can evolve different
sectors towards making positive changes.

1. Smart Transportation: With the use of real-time context
data received from different sensors deployed in smart
cities can play a vital role in traffic analysis, reduction of
traffic, and optimal routes for fuel reduction, to mention a
few

2. Smart Healthcare: Numerous sensors deployed in the smart
home through a wireless body area network can help
remotely monitor patients’ vital signs and thus provide
timely healthcare services when and if required.

3. Predictive Maintenance: Monitoring sensors linked with
massive machinery and equipment detect the possibility of
failure and thus can be replaced or repaired pro-actively.

4. Smart Grid: The live data from weather stations improves
the reliability and helps in predicting the accurate bal-
ance of renewable energy consumption and conventional
non-renewable energy resources.

5. Other Domains: The sensors equipped with posts keep
track of the status of the post and provide a better expe-
rience to users. Similarly, the sensors in the building can
monitor the vibration and identify the abnormal vibrations
and thus identifies the possible fall down. Moreover, the
sensors in the home, airports, and even the shoes can pe-
riodically send signals to enhance safety and other crucial
jobs.

6. Proposed Domain: The sensors deployed on the terminal on
which the games are played, or the tracking sensors such
as navigation sensor, body sensors can record the impact of
the player on its health and also the game data can make
informed decisions in future similar episodes.

Nonetheless, the IoT comprises a low-powered physical de-
vice, gateways, fog, and edge nodes, a centralized server or cloud,
and data communication via the Internet. Even though it provides
an unprecedented benefit, the involvement of constrained devices
over the Internet exposes them to security threats. Thus, IoTeSG
has to address and add security algorithms that might not be
needed if played in a conventional environment. One possible
research could be introducing Blockchain technology to persist
the data uses players for the consensus protocol. This way, the
scores, and history can be made more transparent and robust.

Another possible limitation that arises due to IoT integration
with other technology is the diverse nature of IoT nodes. The
manufacturing model of the node, the data format, communi-
cation mechanism and protocol can all differ. Consequently, it
brings additional challenges such as privacy and interoperability.
To remedy this, a middleware broker is commonly deployed in
the cloud to translate all the data into a uniformmanner and solve
privacy and security issues.

Finally, constrained resources, immutable records on IoT net-
works, server failure, and mobility are some limitations that can
give the integration architects a significant focus.
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2.4. Lesson learned

Serious games have the potential to emerge as one of the pop-
ular technologies applied to different applications. Serious games
induce a fun element in a serious job, which could otherwise
drive the user exhausted and less benefited. IoT has evolved to
embrace different technologies, such as Blockchain, Edge com-
puting, and AI, to unleash their potential and overcome its lim-
itations. There are successful case studies in different domains
such as healthcare, smart grids, and smart cities, in which the
integration of IoT with these technologies can make a more im-
proved and optimal system. Consequently, serious games coupled
with IoT can make the game pervasive and add a whole new
perspective towards learning and strategy adaptation. However,
the integration of IoT can engender limitations such as security,
heterogeneity, and resource management, to name a few, which
have to be taken into consideration while designing IoTeSG. In
the subsequent section, detailed taxonomies of IoTeSG are dis-
cussed about the current state-of-the-art. The benefits of smart,
serious games implemented in IoT-enabled smart spaces and the
challenges are also highlighted.

3. IoT-enabled serious games taxonomy

IoTeSGs are conventional games played in the IoT space with
some additional requirements. According to the extensive liter-
ature review for taxonomies on IoT and serious games, some
parameters are considered highly relevant for these games. These
are architecture, security, data management, hardware, and con-
nectivity. For instance, the following questions arise when IoT
meets a different technology.

Q1. What change to the architecture of IoT and the integrating
technologies is anticipated?

Q2. How crucial is the security after integration, and what
dditional security aspects should be addressed?
Q3. How data coming from sensors are managed to make

nformed decisions?
Q4. What underlying hardware can be used, and how can

ifferent vendors be made interoperable?
Q5. How the devices or the game agents are connected, and

hich protocols are used?
Based on the above questions, five parameters are considered

ital for IoTeSG: P1. Architecture, P2. Security, P3. Data Manage-
ent, P4. Hardware, P5. Connectivity. Table 1 summarizes the
xisting taxonomies concerning the parameters mentioned above
nd illustrates instances from serious games literature and IoT
iterature pertaining to these parameters. We put ✓where the
study addresses a particular question and ✗otherwise.

The taxonomy of IoTeSGs is defined in terms of architecture,
topology, security, environment, hardware, controller, connectiv-
ity and data management which is portrayed in Fig. 5.

3.1. Design architecture

In a truly interconnected IoT smart space, serious games not
only could harvest the data coming from the surrounding physical
worlds of game players but also perform insight on it to help
them generate a meaningful gameplay [11]. IoTeSG reflects both
game and IoT characteristics, and thus the architecture is made
to follow their requirement. A study on architecture for serious
games reveals that modern serious games’ architectures, in many
cases, follow a service-oriented approach. By definition, a serious
game must have a goal, and the gameplay must be converged
towards its achievement. Similarly, by definition of IoT, the game
must be ubiquitous. It can be played anywhere, anytime, and have
a mechanism to optimize its decisions based on the generated
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Table 1
Overview of various state-of-the-art IoT architectures.
Domain Survey Purpose Survey taxonomy

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

IoT

Atzori et al. [77] Comprehensively illustrate the vision, characteristics and
challenges of IoT. It also covers the enabling
technologies and the industry standards.

✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Yaqoob et al. [78] Investigate forensic technique of IoT against various
cyberattacks and to investigate the daunting challenges
and the mechanism to cope them

✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Yaqoob et al. [79] Explore IoT architecture in terms of scalability, security
and interoperability with respect to the increasing
number of devices

✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Mukrimah et al. [80] Study the security challenges in IoT arises due to the
increasing devices and the generated data which are
transmitted on the Internet

✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

Bruno et al. [81] Propose a taxonomy model for object connectivity and
its related impacts in different sectors such as
healthcare and asset tracking.

✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Serious games

De Lope et al. [82] Summarize the Serious games taxonomy from various
aspects including Gameplay, hardware, architecture and
scope.

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Fedwa et al. [24] Conduct an overview on serious games from a general
aspect and covers a comprehensive guidelines on the
design and architecture of serious games.

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Djaouti et al. [2] Presents serious games classification with respect to
gameplay purpose and scope

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Sara Cravero [83] Investigates the impact of serious games on sustainable
cities and societies and presents insights on the
development of serious games for smart cities.

✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Barca et al. [84] Presents a generic classification of serious games and
suggest a topological importance and human approach
in them.

✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

P1. Architecture, P2. Security, P3. Data Management, P4. Hardware, P5. Connectivity.
Fig. 5. Taxonomy.
contextual data. The architecture of the IoTeSGs thus considers
these guidelines. For instance, a game with definite requirements
of gameplay, scope, and purpose as defined by Zyda and others [2,
15] has to be implemented on the service description level and
can be added by game designers in contrast to game users. One
74
approach for this is using natural language processing techniques
to consume service requirements and autonomously generate
tasks and micro-services for the gameplay [61,67].

In addition to the top-level design architecture, one of the
crucial characteristics of IoTeSGs is the arrangement of elements
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hat can be accessed over the Internet, commonly referred to as
etwork topology. IoTeSG is currently undergoing a shift from
irtual gaming experience to physical gaming experience [8].
uch kinds of games are often referred to as pervasive games
n many literature studies [85]. There are some requirements
uch as scalability, security, and quality of service (QoS) on which
opologies are based [8]. There is evidence of using certain topolo-
ies that are frequently utilized in IoTeSGs. Though deemed as
onventional topology, client–server topology and peer-to-peer
opology are effectively used in modern IoTeSGs. Nevertheless,
hese topologies have the same shortcomings. For instance, if
he server fails, the whole system falls apart. On the other hand,
eer-to-peer topology offloads the server and thus can act as
potential candidate for a massively multiplayer online game,
s highlighted by Yahyavi et al. [86]. When it comes to IoT,
calability plays a pivotal role due to the exponential rise in the
evelopment of sensing devices; therefore, peer-to-peer topol-
gy is favored over client–server topology and could harness
calability.
Another topology is cloud-centric topology, in which the cloud

cts as a core of IoT applications and sensors, middleware, and
rivate clouds. IoTeSGs using the cloud can offer the benefits of
calability, and data insight [77,87]. However, there are issues
uch as security and theft. The use of a localized server confined
o a small network of sensors and actuators and open-source data
an be a good choice for IoTeSGs. The localized server can act as
private cloud while the public cloud can act as a data host to
erform analytics [8,11].
Edge-based distributed topology encourages edge nodes, act-

ng as access points to sensors and actuators, another alternative
o the cloud-centric topology. It is considered well-suited for
odern multiplayer serious games and immersive VR games due

o sensor clustering’s involvement based on dispersed users and
heir respective locations, such as Father.io game [88]. Finally,
ybrid topology can also be used to combine client–server, peer-
o-peer, cloud-centric, and edge-based topology, combing the
enefits from all to ensure scalability and quality of experience.

.2. Resource management

In IoT, the key resources are the enormous number of IoT
odes, smart devices, and IoT servers. Therefore, to enable
erious games in the IoT environment, it is paramount to manage
hese resources. Resource discovery, provisioning, management
ools, scheduling, and fair allocation algorithms are some of
he pressing research questions. In recent literature studies, IoT
esource management is considered fair allocation, quality of
ervice, throughput, and power/energy consumption. Moreover,
ptimization-based algorithms, game-theoretic approaches, and
raph theory are some of the notable approaches used for re-
ource management in the different application domains of IoT.
s mentioned earlier, in IoTeSGs, the respective player’s physical
orlds play a massive role in gameplay. Thus, the physical objects
nd the players can be registered and addressed. Many archi-
ectures use the concept of a virtual representation of physical
bjects to interact with them from cyberspace [67,89]. Similarly,
definite mechanism must enable communication among objects
nd monitor them during gameplay. Based on the approaches
entioned above, to enable optimal resource management in

oTeSG, we derive the following conceptual flow for resource
anagement.
Game Description: A conceptual flow for resource manage-

ent in serious games with defining tasks which have to be
llocated. Tasks can be manually generated or can auto-generated
sing the game description. Therefore, there should be a module
hat autonomously handles the game description and generates
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tasks for the later case. The gameplay can be described as a
service or a problem with a definite goal and target audience
(scope). There must be a mechanism to process the description
and generates game activity in the form of tasks.

Game Activity Management: The next crucial element to
enable resource management for IoTeSGs can be managing game
activities. Another role of this component is mapping game activ-
ity on physical objects. It can also have the ability to ensure fair
play with appropriate activity scheduling among players.

Predictive Analytics: Resource management tools have to
have an inherent capability to know past allocation footprints and
make informed resource allocation decisions based on the AI and
ML algorithms. Specifically, it must have a module for handling
the data generated from game players and their respective phys-
ical worlds. The data can be consumed to make smart decisions
using prediction algorithms.

Virtualization: This component acts as a bridge between the
physical and cyber worlds. It deals with the virtualization of
physical resources and representing them within the cyber world
to manage them transparently irrespective of the device’s nature.

3.3. Security

The ubiquitous nature of IoTeSGs allows various game activi-
ties at any time at any location with heterogeneous devices and
sensor networks [90]. Some of the fundamental issues to consider
in ubiquitous computing are trust, privacy, and security [91,92].
The outsourcing of context data from sensors and mobile devices
to the cloud leads to a growing concert of security. There are
instances in which the sensitive data were accessed by unautho-
rized means or breached cloud service providers [93]. Two main
factors are worth considering in modeling the game’s security:
authentication and authorization. Authentication makes sure that
the user has the permission to access the game component,
whereas authorization requires the right user must access the
right information [94]. In homogeneous games where the data
are exchanged on a localized server [11], security issues are not of
much concern. Thus, one of the early methods to secure the game
is private clouds and localized servers. However, this solution
does not align with IoTeSGs’ scalability requirement. Some of
the fundamental schemes relevant to authentication are single-
factor authentication and two-factor authentication. Single-factor
authentication confirms user identity by matching the password
in a single place, whereas two-factor authentication confirms the
identity in two places.

The authorization module has a more complex job in secur-
ing the game than authentication. Identity management, access
control, user control, and key management are fundamental re-
sponsibilities. Authorization also has a massive impact on context-
awareness (another vital attribute of IoTeSGs). Since the absence
of an appropriate authorization function makes the game exposed
to malicious attacks, it also has no means to identify the change
of the context [95,96]. Therefore, it is of paramount importance
to have access control algorithms that are adaptive and context-
aware, such as the one presented in [96]. There are popular
industry-standard open-source modules, such as Simple Auth
and OAuth2 [89] to define authorization rules and guard against
unauthorized access. An IoTeSG can use a 3rd party module or its
proprietary solutions to ensure security requirements. Similarly,
identity management is handled with autonomous device registry
or virtualization of devices to persist them the moment they join
the network [61].

In addition to authorization and authentication, smart devices
are exposed to a wide array of security threats due to their
constrained capabilities. We, therefore, derive that one of the
fundamental goals of security is to protect all the devices from
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alicious attacks using state-of-the-art security protocols. For
oTeSG, the game’s fairness can be affected with denial-of-service,
an-in-the-middle, privacy leakage, and authentication and au-

horization. Furthermore, the implementation criteria should also
ddress the lightweight encryption and decryption schemes not
o overload the constrained resources.

.4. Environment

The majority of earlier serious games were played in a true
imulated environment. In fact, the simulation was fundamental
o the realization of serious games’ vision in the last century,
nd different studies were contributed to propose a learning
nvironment [97,98] Simulated serious games attempt to copy
arious activities from the real world and imitate them into the
yber world to achieve a specific purpose such as training and
redictions. However, quite a few projects recently contributed to
he simulated environment of games. For instance, Heri et al. [99]
mphasized simulator games’ role for the improvement of analy-
is ability, and decision making in enterprises. Similarly, a serious
imulated game can also prove beneficial in health teaching and
earning [100].

Although serious simulated games are still heavily used, the
dvancements in VR/AR shifted game designers’ focus from a
ere visual simulation to VR games. There is some players’ im-
ersion in the physical world [15]. One of the early immersive
R games is America’s Army, which is still the most widely
sed serious game. VR games can be played in a non-immersive
nvironment using a mouse and keyboard to control a simulated
irtual world; however, the recent trend is partial immersion
r full immersion to make the game a more fun experience.
lthough VR equipment, at times, is more expensive, they fas-
inate young people and thus serve the purpose of the serious
ame more than simulated games [101]. The combination of
oT and VR environment for the design of serious games makes
t a fascinating choice among users and promises a ubiquitous
xperience. The users do not have to be on a particular premise
o play the game. Pokémon GO’s popularity, a combination of
R and IoT, has already attracted millions of worldwide users.
oreover, various exergames are played with a serious health

mprovement job, which utilizes the IoT for connectivity and
emote multiplayer experience, and VR for immersion into the
hysical world [40,102]. A recent study indicates that such games
ttracted many more individuals than physical gym facilities and
onsiderably improved the health of sedentary people [41,103,
04]. To summarize it, IoTeSG environment can be classified into
wo broad category; simulated and augmented. We also envision
hat the combination of augmented and simulated environments
an also elevate the true potential of serious games. For instance,
erforming a physical activity while wearing VR goggles can lead
o improved results.

.5. Hardware

The most popular games are aimed to be played with dedi-
ated consoles such as PlayStation, Xbox, and Nintendo, to name
few. Mobile phones are a widespread gaming platform and the

undamental enablers of IoTeSGs by acting as major hardware
f multiplayer online games. Apart from mobile phones, micro-
ontrollers such as Arduino and Raspberry PI are also used as
ain hardware components [105]. For instance, in a serious game

elated to healthcare, Arduino is used as a microcontroller and IoT
erver to collect data from sensor devices, namely pulse oximeter,
lectroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), and other
ealth sensors during gameplay. The data from Arduino is sent to
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the cloud with a particular method, such as the publish–subscribe
MQTT protocol.

Another approach is the use of Raspberry PI, acting as edge
nodes and a host for health sensors to get the data and push
it to the cloud server or private cloudlets to collect health data
and perform some analysis [106]. For instance, in exergames, the
data analysis can score the health reading and motivate the game
player to meet a particular health goal. Apart from Raspberry
PI and Arduino, various dedicated sensing devices and gateway
nodes allow tangibly controlling the game. Tangible user interface
(TUI) [107] is a very popular approach in gaming, and with the
use of IoT, players can interact with the physical world, which has
been considered a dream for so many years. Another major hard-
ware that has revolutionized serious games is wearable devices.
Gaming sensors costumes are examples of wearable devices being
used extensively in modern-day games [108]. Wearable smart
identification sensors such as gyroscope to track the physical
activity of the data and assess the subject behavior when it
participates in a serious game and estimate the depression level
across various gaming activities [109].

Another crucial hardware component related to IoTeSGs is
the controller. A controller is a hardware or a software program
to interact with the game. In conventional games, dedicated
hardware Kinect is used to control the game world. In mobile
games, Emotiv Epoc and Mindwave Neurosky attracted partic-
ularly in IoTeSG [10]. In a recent-day popular PUBG game, PC
emulators such as Tencent Gaming buddy and Blustacks act as
a controlling programs to interact with the world using a soft-
ware program. Moreover, a monitoring program can also act as
a controller by subscribing to a particular event, and when that
event occurs, it publishes a specific action as a consequence. TUI is
another form of controller that controls physical object contrary
to virtual interaction and is among the most popular interface in
exergaming.

3.6. Connectivity

The IoT revolution is significantly attributed to the significant
advancements in networks and connectivity. The connectivity in
a conventional IoT paradigm involves communication over differ-
ent layers. The sensors and actuators, often known as IoT devices,
communicate on device layers with different requirements. The
data going from one service to another service have a different set
of requirements [61]. Services can generally be placed in a cen-
tralized way, such as the cloud, and can be placed in a distributed
way, such as edge and devices. Both approaches have pros and
cons. For instance, hosting a monolithic service on constrained IoT
nodes makes them overloaded, and thus intermediate solutions
such as ‘‘Edge orchestrator’’ are needed [110]. On the other hand,
the central hosting of services on cloud makes them easy to
provision, but its response time is not up to the standard of
modern high-speed requirements. A possible alternate solution
proposed in [61] decomposes services into small micro-services
and hosts them on end devices. The later approaches There are
popular wide-range communication protocols such as LoRa, Sig-
fox, and Weightless to enable low power, long-range wireless
communication among IoT devices [61,111]. These protocols are
used to ensure IoT’s availability requirement at the cost of very
little power. In serious games, game mechanics and controllers
such as TUI are designed based on one of these protocols. While
Sigfox and Weightless have their advantages, LoRa is the pre-
ferred option due to the use of a very cheap transceiver [112].
For instance, Radeta et al. [113] have emphasized the use of LoRa
protocol in designing the TUI and its impact on the usability of
the serious game with a purpose (GWAP).
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In addition to wireless connectivity for modeling game me-
chanics, application-level connectivity is also important, distin-
guishing IoT from conventional machine-to-machine (M2M) com-
munication (M2M). There are a wide array of protocols such as
publish–subscribe based MQTT [114], CoAP [115] and even some
studies recommend the use of standard HTTP to avoid intermedi-
ate translations middleware [61,67]. The most common example
of connectivity in IoTeSCG is the adoption of publish–subscribe-
based protocols. Publish–subscribe is a software design pattern
that exchanges information in a publisher–subscriber pair. A pub-
lisher provides a piece of data or message that subscribers can
access the moment it gets published. MQTT, which implements
the publish–subscribe model, has changed the landscape of data
sharing in recent years due to its light footprint in terms of energy
and computation [116].

Moreover, the inherent support of diverse architecture and
cloud in publish–subscribe architecture makes it an ideal can-
didate for a game that has a massive number of connected IoT
devices. The publish–subscribe family of protocol not only al-
lows the exploitation of the gaming controller irrespective of
its underlying hardware but also enables the controller to be
consumed by multiple systems at a particular instance [10]. In the
majority of recent studies on serious game integration, publish–
subscribe architecture is among the preferred choices [10]. For
instance, a serious game proposed for energy efficiency as part
of the EnerGAware project used the publish–subscribe protocol
as the core of its middleware [117]. Nevertheless, CoAP also has
significant use in serious games where performance is vital. The
lightweight nature of CoAP makes the response time of CoAP
much less than the other contemporary algorithms [118,119].
Herein, we derived that for IoTeSG, different schemes should
be applied at different layers. For instance, on HTTP/CoAP-based
connectivity on the application layer, LoRA/Sigfox, and similar
low-power, high-range sensor connectivity protocols.

3.7. Data management

Data management is the heart and mind of IoTeSGs due to the
provision of controlled environments and simulation of a wide
range of AI and ML applications. Data management, at its core,
has various responsibilities. The data coming from different game
devices are raw data that is unusable for processing. One role
of the data management module is to preprocess the data and
normalize it to a uniform format. When the data is ready, the
next job is to investigate it to make smart decisions. Game AI
is a submodule of data management module which has been
extensively researched in various domains such as mechanical
control, player modeling, procedural content, and assisted game-
play, to mention a few [120]. The European flagship project’s
report on the serious game has highlighted the importance of
AI in serious game modeling. Player modeling is performed with
real-time facial expression and difficulty adaptation, while natu-
ral language processing (NLP) can help in sentiment analysis and
scoring mechanisms. Moreover, open-source AI components can
be plugged in generically in different sorts of serious games with
little modification [121].

The context-awareness and pervasiveness in IoTeSGs are
partly due to data management. The data coming from sensors
can also play a role in making future decisions. Such decisions
can make the gameplay more adaptive. For instance, matching
two human players’ abilities after a certain gameplay period
can be assessed with the data generated based on the player’s
history. Thus a minimal AI can help in comparing their skill
level. Games such as TrueSkill, Adaptive Practice Game (APG),
Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) are some examples of adaptive
gameplay [121]. Similarly, in educational games, NLP can support
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natural dialogues with educators and robots to help solve a
particular problem in an interactive storytelling way [122].

Nonetheless, constrained embedded devices in IoTeSGs de-
mand lightweight AI algorithms. Some machine learning mod-
els need to be optimized, while some of the models should
be trained in one place and deployed in other places. Simi-
larly, to tackle these issues, different lightweight implementation
libraries are already introduced, such as Tensorflow light, to sup-
port the constrained requirement of IoT devices. However, the
development in optimization of full-fledged AI and ML mod-
els is still far-fetched. It is one of the notable areas which can
further revolutionize IoT integration with serious games. Based
on the above requirements for data management and insights,
federated learning and distributed learning on edge nodes and
deep reinforcement learning on players’ actions are aligned well
considering the requirements of IoTeSG.

3.8. Lesson learned and insights

We conclude that it is vital to have a conceptual architecture
with definite modules responsible for performing the function-
ality defined in each subsection in a decoupled way. Moreover,
integrating simulated and augmented environments coupled with
sophisticated controllers and tangible user interfaces is a way
forward towards implementing next-generation serious games.
Additionally, security breaches and attacks are easily made to
low-powered IoT devices. On the one hand, well-established
state-of-the-art schemes are available but need to be optimized.
Therefore, these lightweight and optimal solutions are vital for
implementing IoTeSG security solutions. Finally, data manage-
ment and intelligence have different challenges such as the per-
sistence of data in a central or distributed way and the training
of model in edge nodes such as federated learning or in a more
gamified way such as reinforcement learning.

4. Challenges and future directions

The integration of IoT with serious games is at its infant stages
despite a significant amount of work in the recent past. In this
section, research challenges in the realization of IoTeSG are elu-
cidated. The overview of possible challenges and their respective
future direction is provided in Table 2.

4.1. Conceptual architecture

IoTeSG is a relatively newer technology, and different works
have been proposed towards integrating the serious game in the
IoT paradigm to further its capabilities. The first and foremost
challenge considered the cornerstone is conceptual architecture.
Such architecture will highlight the necessary guidelines and
design patterns for IoTeSG’s new projects. Some studies presented
to standardize the integration of serious games with IoT and ubiq-
uitous computing. For instance, in [11], as part of the integration
of serious games with IoT, a game framework is presented with
five layers: application layer, data processing layer, middleware
layer, networking layer, and user interface layer. However, the
proposed framework is not reflecting the full potential of IoTeSGs.
In another effort [123], the essential components of a serious
game for Industry 4.0 have been highlighted. Similarly, the InLife
project [124] has also attempted to propose architecture but all
of these studies are specific to the domain of the particular paper.

The conceptual architecture of IoTeSG should at most satisfy
the requirements of both IoT and serious games by leveraging
a bi-directional interaction between real-world smart space and
game activities. It should also have a module for carrying out
data analytics and AI. Additionally, an automation mechanism
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Table 2
Overview of challenges and open issues in the realization of IoTeSG.
Challenges Relevant approaches Research questions and guidelines

Conceptual architecture • InLife Architecture for combining real life with serious
games using IoT
• Smart serious game architecture for integration of serious
games and IoT
• Education 4.0 standardized architecture

How to enable the standardization of architecture for
business trying to integrate serious games in IoT?

• Layered Architecture based on top-down or bottom-up
methodology.

• Model-driven architecture based on [67]
• Game as a Service approach based Service-oriented

architecture

Tangible user interface • Urban decision support system titled CityMatrix [125]
• Keppi TUI for self-reporting pain [126].
• Visualization system on a chip-based TUI [127].

How to ensure usability and explainability criteria for
tangible user interface considering it to be used by people
of diverse age groups?

• User-driven TUI for simplified serious games.
• Brain-computer interface for cognitive serious games.
• ML-based Brain-computer interface for artificial

cognition in serious games.
• Spatial Learning for early-year education.

Scalability • Dynamic and on-demand edge node provisioning.
• standby edge nodes and data replication.

For a diverse number of players across the globe, how to
enable transparent access to devices? YU

• Scalable location in case a new player from different
location is registered

• Scalable node in case a new device is registered.
• Cluster reconfiguration in case of overloading
• Wireless sensor networks update to accommodate new

nodes and locations

Auto-Adaptability • Optimal recommendation systems [128,129].
• Static adaptation [130]

Considering a scalable and robust architecture, how will
the system adapt to the change in the context such as
registering new players, leaving players and
adding/removing new devices?

• Agent learning based on DRL and contemporary
algorithms

• Reward modeling for game agent.
• adaptive recommendation with policy evaluation and

iteration.

1-3 Resource management • Mission-critical application as a case study for resource
management based on task orchestration.
• Driver assistance system as a case study for two-fold
scheduling as a subpart of resource management.

How to fairly allocate resources to game players under
dynamic environment where players frequently partake
and leave the game?

• Gamification approach for resource management.
• Task orchestration on game nodes with edge

intelligence.
• Two-fold Scheduling for control actuating tasks and

periodic sensing tasks.

Virtualization • IoT Device Virtualization
• VR Games
• AR Games

For full-fledged representation of game agents, virtual
representation of every game entity is vital. How to
provide virtualization which is generic for players, devices
and game environment?

• IoT-enabled VR Games
• IoT Virtual game objects
• Virtual game player
should inherently perform reinforcement learning or other learn-
ing algorithms to closely follow and analyze a player’s learning
progress and behavior adaptation when the game progresses.
The conceptual architecture may deal with the heterogeneity of
connected devices, so it must have a module for uniform device
registry and access irrespective of their vendors, as proposed
in some recent IoT frameworks [61,89]. Finally, the conceptual
architecture should be as generic as possible and adapt with mini-
mal or no modification for a wide range of games. An architecture
with such characteristics is a massive gap in the current state-of-
the-art. Therefore, one of the future directions is to investigate
the existing architecture in games and IoT and contribute to the
standardization of IoTeSG.

4.2. Intelligent tangible user interface

The recent advancement in IoT and tangible computing have
arnered increased interest in developing intelligent TUI for
oTeSG. While TUIs have been developed for many education-

ased serious games [107], there are still many open issues

78
with employing AI techniques to make the TUI more intelli-
gent [125]. Some of the goals of intelligent TUI are to make it
intuitive and to have improved accessibility towards the decision-
making process. TUI involves human-to-computer interaction,
so the new approaches are more tilted towards the concept of
user-driven intelligent interfaces based on multimodal AR. Some
studies suggest the use of brain-to-computer interaction to make
the interaction intuitive and intelligent [127,131]. While brain-
to-computer interaction offers new strategies to overcome the
limitations of current state-of-the-art TUIs, the combination of
brain-to-computer TUI and machine learning-based multimodal
interaction can make it to the next level. For instance, Gang et al.
investigated the use of brain-to-computer TUIs for people with
functional disabilities. They suggested that the combination of
machine learning with brain-to-computer interaction will profit
from the immediate feedback from the neurophysical reactions
classified by machine learning models [131].

TUIs also play a pivotal role in nurturing spatial skills, i.e., early

years thinking, which are essential for routine tasks in children’s
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veryday environment. Examples of spatial learning are pack-
ging a toy box and cutting equal slices of cake based on the
umber of people. The job of TUI in the serious game is to use
achine learning algorithms to develop cognition and improve

ntrinsic spatial skills such as mental rotation. Moreover, TUI can
acilitate early spatial learning through embodiment effects of
hildren’s physical actions, manipulating and grasping physical
bjects, and the embedded power about them. In a nutshell, the
dvantages of TUI so far depict considerable improvements by
nnovative strategies such as guided instructions, independent
earning [132], cognitive minds-on engagement with brain-to-
omputer interaction [133] and, more importantly, individual
xperience for children [134]. Nonetheless, more empirical re-
earch is required to investigate the impact of intelligent TUIs
owards improving the required serious job in IoTeSG.

.3. Scalability

In IoTeSG, a massive rise in the number of devices and users
an be witnessed when a particular game hits users’ attraction.
ow the IoTeSG architecture will react to a sharp spike in connec-
ion qualifies scalability. Though scalability is one of the primitive
equirements of IoT architecture [61], there is very little work
one in gaming to ensure scalability the case the number of
onnecting nodes increases drastically at a specific interval. As
iscussed in the topology section of serious games, edge nodes
re deployed to provide game intelligence closer to IoT devices;
ne approach to accommodate an increasing number of nodes
s to add new edge nodes. It can increase scalability, but other
hallenges such as reliability of the newly added edge node can
ome into question due to the dynamic update in computing
nfrastructure, software flaws, and network failure [135]. There
re potential challenges that were pointed out in [11] that, in
ddition to the number of nodes, new locations can also be added
n-the-fly in case the game is location-aware. It also engenders
new set of questions; for instance, which sensors and actuators
ill be clustered in the newly added location?, What network
pplication programming interface should be changed to add the
ew extrinsic sensor networks to reflect the location update.

.4. Auto-adaptability

When the AlphaGo outplayed the decade-long human cham-
ion, no one at the time thought of the enormous potential
f AI and reinforcement learning. Machine learning algorithms
an outperform human beings, and considering serious games
re aimed at humans’ well-being, unlike general games. Thus,
n autonomous agent’s involvement can find optimal policies
hat a human player may not find. For instance, consider a se-
ious, smart waste management project game in a smart city.
he player is scored on the assigned areas’ overall cleanliness
nd the amount of waste collected at minimal fuel cost. To find
ptimal recommendation systems, it must investigate statistics
nd involve humans to know the dynamic of the geography [128].
uppose a self-configurable agent is deployed to adjust its route
ach time the agent is scored based on the requirements men-
ioned above. In that case, the optimal policy can find the best
core, which a human may not achieve even after many attempts.
hus, adaptability and auto-gaming are not yet investigated de-
pite their enormous potential for serious games. Therefore, a
ore empirical study is needed to investigate the potential of

einforcement learning adaptation in IoTeSG.
79
4.5. Resource management

IoT devices have constrained capabilities and, although they
enable smart spaces, exhibit massive temporal and traffic vari-
ations. This phenomenon leads to congestion on one device
while other devices are under-utilized. Consequently, power is-
sues arise due to such imbalanced resource management. Some
approaches recommend dynamic and resource-aware scheduling
of tasks based on the capabilities of IoT devices [136]. They
can solve the congestion issue with a minimal dropping rate;
however, within a game environment where there are far more
users than in a conventional IoT space, such algorithms need
to be investigated for their effectiveness in a more dynamic
environment.

IoTeSGs are pervasive in nature, and pervasive applications
pose even further challenges due to the miniature and unat-
tended IoT devices. Zahoor et al. [137] presented a comprehensive
survey on resource management and narrowed it down to a
case where the resources are limited. The potential users can
be peaked at times, such as in IoTeSGs. Some of the challenges
in resource management of IoTeSGs are power management,
adequate scheduling mechanism, and resource allocation to en-
sure fairness and discourage a job from starving [136]. To this
end, conventional scheduling and resource allocation need to be
tweaked to align with pervasive IoT and game requirements.
There are different studies [138–140] which modify the existing
algorithms to make them aligned with IoT applications. For in-
stance, Malik et al. [139] proposed a novel scheduling algorithm
named Fair Emergency First, which is based on conventional rate
monotonic and earliest deadline first to handle complex tasks in
an IoT environment. In another effort, [140], separate resource
allocation scheduling algorithms of sensing tasks and actuating
tasks are suggested for driving assistance systems. The authors
highlighted that actuating devices perform more crucial tasks, so
they should be given more priority than periodic sensing tasks to
avoid accidents [106].

Some more recent studies introduce the concept of the task
orchestration approach as an optimal way for resource man-
agement [69,140]. Task orchestration involves mapping tasks
on virtual devices, generating a scheduling footprint in virtual
space, and finally deploying them in the physical world. Such
an approach is deterministic and autonomous [61]. Moreover,
task-level orchestration, in contrast to service-level orchestration,
makes it more scalable and flexible, which is one of the inherent
attributes of IoTeSG [67].

4.6. Virtualization

Virtualization refers to the digital representation of physical
entities in the real world. Since IoTeSG, by definition, involves
the representation of sensors and actuators nodes in cyberspace.
Therefore, virtualization is considered a massive challenge for
enabling it. VR/AR games are the results of the optimal use
of virtualization. In the pure IoT world, the concept of virtual
objects [67,140,141] has been in use to bypass the diversity of
different sensors and actuators’ vendors and represent them in
cyberspace transparently and uniformly. Some of the advantages
of virtualization of IoT devices are auto-registration, scalability,
and uniform representation [141].

Virtualization also plays a crucial role in resource manage-
ment. Recently assigning tasks on virtual objects can make them
manageable even before actually allocating them to physical IoT
nodes [69]. In other words, virtualization is crucial not only for
transparent access of diverse physical IoT nodes but can also play
a pivotal role in managing them. There are studies in the gaming
industry that investigate the use of virtualization techniques in
VR and AR games. Still, its use in IoTeSGs is far from realization
and, thus, one of the fundamental open issues to be considered
in a standardized conceptual architecture.
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. Conclusion

Serious games are a promising way to engage users to per-
orm a serious job in a more fun way. In the last five years,
he emerging trend in different domains of serious games paved
he way to explore the possibility of integrating them with IoT
o reach its true potential. Conventionally, serious games are
layed with a dedicated terminal, which was limited in scope
nd did not offer a scalable and ubiquitous aspect. The IoT’s
nherent ubiquitous and pervasive characteristics have paved the
ay for a more pervasive experience in serious games. While
he adoption of IoT in serious games makes them more scalable
nd smart, its implementation engenders significant challenges in
lay on-demand and on-premise.
In this survey, the integration of IoT with serious games is

tudied comprehensively. To this end, we first described the
istory and background of serious games and identified the core
pplication areas. Additionally, we also demonstrated the never-
ading research trend since the last century and emphasized game
volution in this period. The need to evolve serious games forms
basis for IoT discussion. Thus, the core architecture of IoT and

he adoption of IoT with complementary technologies have been
lucidated in terms of distinguished attributes of serious games.
urthermore, we have classified the IoTeSG based on existing
tate-of-the-art and presented a comprehensive taxonomy. Fi-
ally, numerous challenges and open issues are identified in the
ight of the current state-of-the-art.

We anticipate IoTeSG is the next big thing in learning and
evelopment. The countries with exemplary education standards,
uch as Norway and Sweden, have already started the initiative
f learning by doing. The advancement in IoTeSG will be a step
owards learning-by-doing. However, in the realization of perva-
ive serious games, standardization must be taken as a priority
ob that will allow people to design their games with ease.
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